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Annual trash dig displays huge student waste
photo | Austin Strifler

45th Cashbah themed
“Sapphire Masquerade”
BY Jack Kiehl
CORE STAFF

T

ORANGE YOU GLAD: Science teacher Bill Anderson’s Environmental Science class spent last week digging through trash from
school lunches, where they uncovered a pile of wasted food. Pictured above is just a sampling of what they found.
BY Luke
STAFF

Miller

L

ast week, the senior AP
Environmental Science
(APES) classes took part in
this year’s garbage inventory lab, which involves going
through the waste products in
the cafeteria after both lunch
periods.
This year marked the
fourth time that the AP Environmental Science course
has had students determine
SLUH’s lunchroom waste,
but the way in which data has
been collected has evolved

since 2010. Unlike in past
years, students this year were
asked to sort through both
trash and recycling to determine accuracy, rather than
just trash.
“This was one of the biggest Environmental Science
classes I’ve had in a while, so
we were able to sort through
a lot more waste than previous years. So I decided to add
recycling to that list as well,”
said science teacher Bill Anderson. “And with the compost bins being recently added, we were able to see how

well (students) were sorting
their trash before they threw
it away.”
Also new, along with the
compost bins, is the change in
food boats and drinking cups.
“All the food containers,
soda cups and paper plates in
the lunch line can be composted now, as well as all the food
products and paper bags,
so the only trash we really
should be seeing are wrappers
and plastic bags,” said Anderson.
The trash sorting has
also opened the eyes of sev-

eral students.
“I was really surprised at
how much uneaten food was
just thrown away,” said senior
Christian Siegfried. “A lot of
what we found hadn’t even
been opened.”
“One of the days, we just
gathered up all the untouched
food, and it could’ve fed three
or four people,” said senior
Austin Strifler.
“I was appalled at the
waste from the SLUH community, not just because there
seemed to be so much, but

he Si Commons will be
filled with masked guests
this Saturday night for St.
Louis U. High’s 45th annual
scholarship fundraiser, Cashbah.
This year’s Cashbah
theme is “Sapphire Masquerade,” sapphire being the
traditional stone for a 45th
anniversary. The Commons
will be decorated with masks,
feathers, and beads, and a
large mask will hang from
the steps coming up from the
turnaround main entrance as
guests enter into the Si Commons.
“(President
David)

I

n the Robinson Library of
St. Louis U. High, Assistant
Principal for Student Affairs
Brock Kesterson held the second and final meeting of the
Advisory Committee for Student Affairs (ACSA) on Monday night. Kesterson led the
group of students, parents,
and faculty members through
three items: women’s issues
at SLUH, technology, and an
honor code.
After beginning with a
prayer, Kesterson introduced
the women’s issues discussion.
“I’ve had to deal with a
variety of things regarding
female faculty members at
SLUH, and when that happens, I’m reminded of what a
tough job they have here at a
school full of 1100 boys and a

continued on page 5

Instead of policy, Pax
Christi moves toward
grassroots campaign

BY Sam Fentress
CORE STAFF

L

ast week, St. Louis U.
High’s Pax Christi club
began a pledge campaign
to garner club support for a
school-wide commitment to
purchasing fair trade apparel.
The initiative came out of
a meeting the club held with
principal John Moran. The
original purpose of the meetcontinued on page 5 ing was to try and implement
a policy that would require
all school-sponsored organizations to purchase apparel
photo | Leo Heinz from an approved list of fair
trade suppliers. (“Fair trade”
generally refers to items made
by workers paid fair wages
in good conditions.) Moran
instead proposed a grassroots campaign that would
change SLUH clubs and or-

ACSA talks tech fears and women’s issues
BY Leo K. Heinz
CORE STAFF

Laughlin will be wearing a
mask, at least for part of the
evening,” said Cashbah cochair Cathy Pitlyk.
This year’s Cashbah will
feature new additions to the
auction. The silent auction,
normally divided between the
silent and silent sensations
room, the latter containing
more high-end items, will be
combined in one room. The
Cashbazaar, where guests
can purchase Jr. Billiken and
fleur-de-lis items, will now be
called the Billiken Boutique,
and there will be a student
art gallery in the Danis Lobby
featuring 11 pieces of student
art.

ganizations’ attitudes towards
purchasing fair trade before
mandating it.
“When we met with Dr.
Moran, he said that he really
liked our ideas,” said junior
Sam Gerbic, who attended
the meeting and is helping
to lead the pledge campaign.
“But he said that before we
can change any policy and
make any overarching rules at
SLUH, we have to change the
hearts of the student body. If
a decree came from the third
floor that says, ‘Everyone
must buy fair trade,’ it would
make a lot of people angry
and not actually help. So the
reason we’re trying to get the
clubs on board is that if I can
explain to the clubs in smaller
groups why we think they
should do this, then when

continued on page 4
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The gospel truth:
Harris and vocal music
BY Jacob Hilmes
FEATURES EDITOR

Math teacher Dan Schuler talks at Monday’s ACSA meeting.

male-dominated faculty,” said
Kesterson. “I thought this
would be something good
to touch on and see where it
goes.”
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Kesterson asked Spanish
teacher Katherine Toussaint,
who received an inappropriate email from a student a few
months back, to give her per-
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Nielsen speaks to Students
Doorack

L

Nielsen moved on in her presentation and started talking
about how to respond to common pro-abortion arguments.
She addressed the arguments
including rape cases, ectopic
pregnancies, and the woman’s
choice.
Excited to be speaking to
young men, Nielsen expressed
the importance of males in
the decision of a woman to
keep or abort her baby.
“Often women deciding
to get an abortion are lacking
support, especially from the
men in her life: boyfriends,
fathers, or grandpas … Men
need to take responsibility
for their actions and support
women in this difficult spot,”
Nielson said.
For many students, the
presentation gave them new
information.
“I thought it was good
for the presenter to speak
to us teenaged boys,” said
sophomore Jared Everitt. “It

was interesting to learn more
about the process and effects
of abortion.”
Nielsen put an emphasis
on how an abortion isn’t “the
fix.” It can have tremendous
psychological and emotional
effects on the mother and
those surrounding her long
after the procedure.
“I learned that the reality
is it is a choice that affects everyone—not just the mother,”
said Everitt.
“I thought the presentation was really informative. I
was able to gain an unusual
insight into the pro-life debate,” said sophomore Thomas Caputa. “After learning the
actual procedures that are
performed, the pro-life debate
became real.”
Students for Life is
welcoming a speaker from
THRIVE, a nonprofit providing resources for unexpected
pregnancies, next Wednesday
during activity period.

ured by the promises of
cookies, sodas, and extra
credit, St. Louis U. High students packed room 215c this
Wednesday to hear Reagan
Nielsen of the Vitae Foundation speak about abortion and
how to talk about abortion
with people.
Nielsen approached the
moderator of SLUH Students
for Life Dave Callon about
speaking to students at SLUH.
Traveling from Jefferson City,
Nielsen arrived a few minutes
late, but was eager to share
information about abortion
to the over 70 students and
handful of teachers.
Nielsen began her talk
by presenting abortion statistics to the students. She
then described the companies
who perform abortions such
as Planned Parenthood and
Hope Clinic. Nielsen put it
bluntly: “Abortion is a business.” She then described in
photo | Leo Heinz
detail the different types of
abortions. She said it was important for people to be educated about what really happens in the operation rooms
in Planned Parenthood.
In addition to describing four types of abortions,
Nielsen told the students
about a new advancement
called the “reversal pill,” a pill
to be taken within 24 hours
after an attempted abortion.
The pill has a high success rate
in saving the unborn baby’s
life.
Nielsen noted that it
is important to understand
abortions to be able to intel- Nielsen of the Vitae foundation speaks to the Students for Life
ligently have pro-life discus- members and other presentation attendees on RU-486, also
sions. After sharing details of known as Mifepristone, a first trimester abortion pill.
the process of an abortion,
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Urban Agriculture Club to help
with community garden

photo | courtesy of Mr. Bill Anderson

A view of some of the native grasses planted in the garden.
BY Sam Chechik and Clark
cessible, and it will be for both
There are also plans to
Xie Chunyang
hydroponics and gardening.
incorporate the foods that are
STAFF, REPORTER
“It has gone through stra- harvested into the cafeteria
rban Agriculture, a new tegic planning. From the most menu.
Anderson hopes the garclub moderated by sci- recent meeting, (Director of
ence teacher Bill Anderson, is Facilities) Joe Rankin wants to den can be a place of gatherhelping maintain the Backer build a property for the Jesu- ing for the community, where
Community Garden behind its, which is what we’ve always everyone can help build and
the Danis Field House with wanted to do there,” Lodholz maintain it.
“Instead of SLUH and
the help of students, faculty, said. “Then once that building is in and ready, then (we the neighborhood, I’d like to
and volunteering neighbors.
“It’s a brand new club that can) go in and pour the foun- see some of that merge beI’m trying to get organized. In dation of the greenhouse. It cause we’ve been sharing the
the fall we got all those garden is progressing in its planning same space for a long time,
and it’d be nice to get to know
beds established, and now it’s phases.”
The next goal for Urban our neighbors and collaborate
spring, and it’s time to start
planting,” Anderson said. “It’s Agriculture is to raise chick- on some projects,” said Anthe ideal time for interest in ens for the garden. After dis- derson.
“I want us, as a school, to
gardening, but it’s a horrible cussion, they decided to run
time for school since we are the garden for one year first be more cognizant. I want all
coming down to the end of and then add animals. The re- of the students to know where
the school year and every- luctance is based partially on it is, and I want all the teachvandalism, which is currently ers and the students to be able
thing is crazily busy.”
The plots of the garden a big problem at the garden. to articulate on how to use
are maintained by neighbor- Fruit trees and certain grasses that space,” said Lodholz.
Anderson wants all of the
hood volunteers, students, have been pulled out and ruand faculty. Some are Sustain- ined, so the crops that should plots to be claimed by volunability Committee members, have been ready by now are teers from the SLUH commubut other groups will help not. In addition to the van- nity and the neighborhood
maintain plots as well. History dalism, the tough winter this and to get everything planted.
teacher Anne Marie Lodholz year has prevented any crops He also hopes to have one
has four different plots that from sprouting, so there was faculty member in the garno harvest this spring.
den one day a week to superher classes maintain.
Increasing the count of vise. Urban Agriculture and
Anderson’s AP Environmental Science classes also native plants is also a goal for Sustainability would like to
maintain plots. Sophomore the garden. Math teacher Don see students volunteer in the
Michael Hayes is the only stu- Steingruby’s sister designed a summer. Anderson also has
dent who consistently main- native plant garden, and there some personal goals for the
are plans to plant those native garden.
tains a plot with his family.
“The more we get growAnderson has been plants along with the other
ing in the spring, the more
around the garden a lot to crops this spring.
There’s a plan for a gaze- visible it’ll be, the more inhelp maintain it. Three neighborhood families have con- bo in the garden, but this plan terest it’ll generate, the more
tacted Anderson about want- might be either started si- student, faculty, and neighbor
ing to volunteer, and a couple multaneously with the green- involvement,” Anderson said.
more are interested, but they house or after the chickens. It
must go through the applica- is undecided as of now.
tion process.
photo | courtesy of Mr. Bill Anderson
There are multiple plans
for the garden’s future, and
many of them are carrying
over from the fall. President
David Laughlin confirmed
that there will be a Jesuit residence being built on the part
of the land next to the garden,
so some of the garden’s plans
will have to wait, but they are
still in place.
One of the first plans
is a greenhouse. Anderson
and his son James have put
together some drawings of a
substantial greenhouse that
will be A.D.A.(American with
Disabilities Act of 1990) ac- Plants in one of the community garden boxes bask in the sun.
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Grad Past Graduation
Male dates, dances, ten year’s time:
managed to get a seat at the
a changing context deserves discussion Adam Thorp
Open House two years after
BY
EDITOR IN CHIEF

In November of 2003,
the Prep News published an
unusually long article titled
“Homosexuality at St. Louis
U. High.” The piece, by theneditor Jonathan Kim, captured
a moment of discussion as
SLUH considered its responsibilities to its identity as a
Catholic school and to gay
members of its student body.
Much of the article centered
on whether SLUH would allow students to attend dances
with male dates.
References were made to
the catechism, and to SLUH’s
mission, and to its identity as
a Jesuit school. The discussion was complex, with voices
on different sides of the issue.
The answer had been carefully
and seriously thought out, and
members of SLUH’s administration acknowledged the
need for compassion towards
gay students in the context of
the school’s Catholic Mission.
But the answer to the question

of male dates was no.
A little more than ten
years after the article, the conversation in the piece sounds
familiar. In an article last fall
about a recent change to the
school handbook, a gay student said he intended to ask
the administration for permission to attend an upcoming formal dance with another
St. Louis U. High student. He
recently made that request,
and was refused permission.
Ten years later, the answer is
still no.
In those ten years, the
catechism,
SLUH’s
mission statement and the other
documents that informed
that decision stand substantially unchanged. But the
world of SLUH around them
has changed substantially.
Dances have changed; SLUH
acknowledged this when it
stopped requiring dates for all
formal dances. In the context
of evolving student attitudes

and McQuaid Jesuit’s decision that male dates at dances
could be compatible with the
identity of a Jesuit school,
SLUH should consider whether some of these fundamental
principles might not be open
to new interpretations that
maintain SLUH’s Catholic
identity while opening up to
its gay students.
The conversation began
before Kim’s article, and it
will continue after this editorial. Ten years have not made
our attempt to acknowledge
both SLUH’s gay students
and SLUH’s Catholic identity
less complicated. As long as
we continue to be a Catholic
school with some gay students,
we will need to constantly examine and talk about how this
school can serve both of the
these responsibilities—in our
handbook, in our classrooms,
and at our dances—no matter
how challenging the conversation might be.

Reflection

Three homes, three continents
Noah Weber
really love Joni Mitchell
and I think she’s great and
everything, and when she
says, “Don’t it always seem to
go that you don’t know what
you’ve got till it’s gone?” I find
that’s often true, but not, as
she says, always true.
Near the end of the Honduras project I was ready to
come home and I hated myself for it. In our last days at
the center, somewhere gross
within me I found the faint
but existent thought, “Yeah I
can imagine leaving these kids
and going home.” And then it
was the last night and I was
wrong. Absolutely wrong. I’d
kept hearing how difficult it
would be to leave, but I didn’t
really know how difficult it
would be to leave until I had
to.
So, don’t it always seem
to go that you don’t kn—but
it doesn’t always because then
it’s a weeknight on the fourth
floor of an apartment in Nanjing, China, and you just celebrated your host father’s forty-eighth and you ate a whole
load of beef tip things he prepared himself and they were
delicious and you insisted over
and over that you’d chi bao le’d
and you couldn’t possibly eat
BY

I

anymore but then they bring
out this giant bowl of noodles
in a tomato broth and they
tell you it’s a Chinese custom
to eat noodles on birthdays
because it represents longevity or something, and also you
have to eat the entire bowl or
else it’s bad luck. So you eat
your bowl and they bring out
the cake. Mother served first.
It’s that weeknight and
you’re thinking about going
to English class at Nanjing
Foreign Language School the
day before and the whole class
writing paragraphs about a
cartoon in which the guy
wouldn’t listen to his mother
because he was chatting online and then one kid gets
up and reads his and it’s this
tongue-in-cheek quip about
how China should not allow
their people access to the Internet just like they do in good
old North Korea.
You walk into your room
and you close the door behind you, stuffed out of your
mind from all the birthday
food, and you think about the
smiling and nodding you did
every time your host father
explained some fact about
China’s history at whatever
museum you visited the last
weekend, and how while
you really did know what he

was talking about a lot of the
time—and certainly more
often than you would have
understood him the last time
you were in China—you still
sometimes just let out great
big “Ohhhhhhhhh,” when he
said something that you didn’t
understand so the two of you
could move on, but somehow
by the end of the trip you were
in awe of his knowledge and
grateful for his patience and
ability to explain interesting
facts in usually simple enough
Chinese.
You’re standing in that
apartment bedroom. It’s freezing. The door is closed behind
you and it’s dark outside the
window. And leaning against
that door a little, you look
over at your desk, riddled with
books of Chinese poetry and
vitamin-C chewables. And
you just start laughing. The
couch at the side of the room
is covered in worn clothes and
Taiwanese cookies, and you
laugh like crazy all the way
into bed, where you eventually lie down to sleep. One week
left, still. One week left.
Because you don’t have to
be wealthy to have three different homes on three different continents. You just have
to be lucky.

art | Paul Fister

“Nothing published either as an editorial or as a letter to an editor should be considered the
opinion of the school, the administration, or anyone other than its author or authors.”
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Seniors Jacob Hilmes and Praul Frister rise again to produce a brand new episode of the Prep Noise. This
riveting new podcast celebrates the new month of April by looking into the daily life of a Prep News staff
member, featuring special guests Chuck Hussung and Chef Goldblum.
“This is [not] an April Fool’s podcast.” -Abraham Lincoln
Check out the new episode at student.sluh.org/pulse.

I

n a competitive environment that will remain intentionally vague, I recently
encountered a young woman
whom I had competed against
throughout elementary and
middle school. Past contests
that should have been abandoned sometime in the past
five years quickly re-emerged
in conversation. The comparative strength of our fifth
grade graduation speeches,
for instance—she says her
speech was better, and I suspect she is right.
We were pitted against
each other as directly as possible this time. The result—the
winner and loser—was frustratingly unclear. Its a measure of how much those years
of low-key rivalry stuck with
me that I felt a reptilian need
to seek another matchup and,
hopefully, a clearer outcome.
As I approach the far border
of my K-12 education, I’m increasingly aware of the legacy
it’s left with me, and, in my
ambition, the mark I’ve hoped
to leave on it. A few thoughts
on legacy.

Tomb Builders
This is a time of panic
for St. Louis U. High’s legacybuilders, a group of mostly seniors who futilely try to mark
the school with the clubs and
organizations they leave behind. They populate Activity Fairs with organizations
meant, in part, to thrust their
personal impact beyond their
graduation. Clubs whose activity have lowered to a simmer in this last semester, or
who have attracted only a
few senior members, seem
increasingly likely to be more
burning-Viking-ship
than
stately mausoleum.
In my experience, as an
observer and co-conspirator
in these projects, a club’s imminent extermination tends
to combine with senior year’s
laxity to produce great plans
leading up to guilty resignation. Some will be thrown to
underclassmen; and to these
students an active sophomore
or junior is suddenly a precious commodity.
The savvy clubs will be
memorialized on sluh.org’s
list of extracurriculars, where
apparently existent but totally
inactive “zombie clubs” can
live on for years (The especially lucky SLUH Democrats

their extinction; passersby,
one assumes, thought they
had ducked out to go to the
bathroom, while lingerers
must have thought the abandoned table was staffed by students as incontinent as they
were precociously liberal).
The poem Ozymandias
comes to mind, about this
instinct for tomb-building:
“My name is Seinfeld, Club of
Clubs, Look Upon My Works,
Ye Mighty, and Despair. Nothing Beside Remains...”

Spring Forward
My own bid for immortality hangs unobtrusively
on the wall of the Commons,
roughly opposite the Madonna Della Strada. The small
plaque thanks the 2012-2013
quiz bowl team, and me by
name, for paying for the large,
numberless Commons clock.
Clock-and-plaque must
have run far below the usual
cost of naming something at
this school, since the purchase
left money for a bevy of Quiz
Bowl polos.
I did not realize our contribution had been memorialized until it had hung for
several months, and to my
knowledge only one person
has noticed the plaque independently. He asked me about
my clock and pointed out that
it had not been corrected for
Daylight Savings Time. I instantly abandoned the clock,
previously a source of silent
pride, and denied responsibility.
As of last report, the
clock is still an hour behind.

The Real SLUH
Conservatives
SLUH students, eager to
leave their own mark, are simultaneously reluctant to embrace institutional changes.
See, for instance, the constant
trepidation around Imagining
18 or the seemingly universal
distaste of students for SLUH’s
rebranding. I suspect I’ll never
again see such passionate discourse on three shades of the
color gray.
I don’t claim to be able to
pick out the reasonable and
the reactionary on issues with
two, arguable sides. But I’ve
seen the natural conservatism
of SLUH students brought to
its natural extreme when one
otherwise admirable if not

3

reasonable student defended
Zimbra, SLUH’s previous
email system, triumphantly
trumped by Gmail as of this
school year.
There was no advantage
to Zimbra’s odd bundle of services, or its cap on email storage that kept me constantly
treading just below the line.
Nothing but a preference for
institutional inertia would
make the plucky but clunky
service desirable.

Tradition, Graduating
I just had a moment of
terror when I realized that a
full fourth of the school needed to be filled in on Zimbra,
a bit of an institution for my
time at SLUH. The source, I
think, of both students’ search
for legacy and resistance to
change is the fear that, in the
constant roil of admission and
graduation, their time will be
forgotten and SLUH will become somehow unrecognizable.
This is why both instincts
seem strongest among seniors, who are approaching
their ejection.
Trying to preserve the
school as it is, and trying to
leave their mark, is an affection I’ll allow myself and my
classmates. It is a sign of a
deep attachment to the school
as they knew it.
My class will be the first
to graduate without ever seeing this paper printed on
thousands of sheets of printer
paper and stapled painstakingly, and the last to remember weather forecasts filling
space on the last page. I recently realized that some very
active underclassmen members of staff are only passingly
aware of past editors of this
paper who were central to my
time here.
The wall of the Prep News
office is plastered with posters and printouts, referencing
jokes from generations ago. I
could match maybe half with
their creator, with some serious research and thought.
Roughly above the trash can is
a joke from this year: The new
logo, above the tagline “Tradition, Graduated.” There’s a
good chance that this poster
will linger well beyond the
creator’s time at SLUH, rebelling against a change long ago
become status quo.
(Apologies to Percy Bysshe
Shelley)

The cartoon does not
necessarily reflect the
opinion of the Prep News
or St. Louis U. High.
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Harris expresses himself and faith through gospel music
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(continued from page 1)

more recently, Guys and Dolls
for “Sit Down You’re Rockin
the Boat,” both featuring him
smack on SLUH’s website
banner. If you haven’t seen
Kevin, you’ve probably heard
him at all-school Masses, belting gospel solos to the delight
of the student body. If you
haven’t heard Kevin—well,
you may not go to SLUH.
In the realm of liturgical
music, Harris handles passionate solos such as verses
from the Alleluia, as well as
various gospel songs such as
“He Never Failed Me Yet.”
“By the beginning of this
year, I think everybody in this
building knew—they may not
know Kevin’s name, but they
know that someone is singing
those words with tremendous
passion,” said campus minister Meg Beugg.
Harris now serves as a
leader, especially to junior
Emil Beckford. Both campus
ministers Brian Gilmore and
Meg Beugg recalled a specific
all-school Mass, a moment
when Harris and Beckford
shared a solo.
“Rather than Kevin singing it himself, Kevin kind of
talked Emil into doing it—I
could tell,” said Gilmore. “And
I had not seen that same confidence yet in Emil before
he did it, but Kevin kind of
guided him into that, because
he knew he had the talent in
him, and he did.”
“I feel like he’s kind of
shown me you don’t have to
be Catholic to still sing in
Mass and be on the forefront,
and he’s kind of helped me in
confidence,” said Beckford.
“I was on the other side
of the Commons when we
got to (the solo), and I heard

Kevin singing his part, and
then I heard a different voice.
And it was Emil Beckford,
and I hadn’t realized they had
rehearsed. So Emil, a junior,
would sing one part of that
song and kind of follow in
Kevin’s footsteps,” said Beugg.
“It’s neat to see there are many
talented people in this school
who are sharing their gifts
with liturgical music, and
Kevin has a special place in
many of our hearts for sharing it, and how humble he is,
and how much his faith comes
through.”
A particular height, a
milestone in Harris’ musical
growth, arrived at the mass of
the Holy Spirit in the Cathedral Basillica.
“That day then, our
whole community was there,
watching him stand out there
and sing,” said Beugg. “And I
had a picture in my mind of
young Kevin Harris at Loyola
Academy, beginning his Jesuit
education in seventh grade.
I pictured little Kevin Harris
and how amazed he would
probably be at himself standing there as a senior at St.
Louis U. High, singing in that
gorgeous, gorgeous setting.”
“To hear how strong and
confident his voice sounded,
not only that, but the particular words and the gospel acclamation, really, to me, said
that he had arrived as a leader
for congregational,” said campus minister Brian Gilmore.
Harris began singing at
Macedonia Baptist Church in
elementary school, and now
attends Prince of Peace. The
passion behind his skill stems
from using music as an outlet,
as a method of therapy to confront childhood bullying.
“Singing has always been
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Pax Christi
turns to
grassroots
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Senior Kevin Harris (right) sings at an all-school mass, next to senior Michael Schimmele (left).

an outlet for me,” said Harris,
“There came a point when
singing became an outlet—a
way to use the anger, the sadness, the feeling isolated—to
use that in a way that connected to the music.”
When he arrived at
SLUH, Harris brought his
passion with him, introducing
new influences and energy to
the musical community.
“The first time I really
knew that Kevin was amazing was freshman year when
we auditioned for ‘White
Christmas,’” said senior Jake
Wobbe. “We all had to sing
“Blue Skies,” and when Kevin
sang in front of everyone, it
was just amazing, because ev-

eryone was singing it a certain
way, like in the way that Doc
(Koestner) wanted to hear it,
but then Kevin got up, and he
sang it his own way and put
some soul edge onto it.”
“He can belt,” said senior
Harold Wayne. “I can’t do it
with as much … passion as he
does.”
Harris also sees music as
telling a story, expressing this
through his roles in several
SLUH productions, most recent and notable being Nicely-Nicely Johnson in Guys and
Dolls.
Nicely-Nicely lays low as
the musical moves forward,
slipping in and out as one of
title characters Nathan De-

troit’s half-bumbling goons.
However, in a show-stopping
number, “Sit Down You’re
Rockin the Boat,” Harris commanded the cast in a nonstop, dynamite flurry across
the stage, flying and belting lyrics with a fervor that
charged the audience.
“The epitome of Kevin
was ‘Sit Down You’re Rockin
the Boat,’” said Wobbe. “He
got a standing ovation in the
audition, which never happens. You don’t stand up for
someone who just auditions.”
Harris will be attending Milliken University, majoring in acting
and minoring in music.

the decree comes from the
third floor saying, ‘OK, we’re
going to do this,’ we’ll already
have everybody—or a majority, hopefully—behind it. It
won’t be that big of a change,
because it will already be part
of the culture.”
Gerbic has spoken with a
few groups already, including
the Junior Pastoral team and
the Thomas à Kempis club,
which both agreed to sign the
pledge. The pledge includes a
promise to “make every effort
possible to purchase clothing
from firms that do not mistreat their employees by not
paying them a living wage
or similarly unjust practices”
and “agree to adhere to this
policy even if doing so results
in higher purchasing costs.”
Even with a change
of heart, though, some say
SLUH students may still need
a policy to thoroughly implement the change.
“It would be helpful to
have it implemented next
year and just start off fresh
telling clubs, ‘You have to do
it this way,’” said senior Nate
Beckemeyer, a member of Pax
Christi. “It’s taken time to settle. I think at first we experienced a lot of aversion to (fair
trade apparel), but as time
progressed, clubs have started
to do it on their own. I think
a policy would be helpful in
catalyzing that shift.”
Indeed, some clubs have
initiated their own fair trade
commitments. The tennis
team, Robotics Club, and
Staycation Club all made fair
trade apparel purchases in the
last month for t-shirts, sweatshirts and other gear.

Four students spend two weeks in China learning language and culture
BY Keith Thomas
CORE STAFF

R

ecently, four Jr. Bills traveled to Nanjing, Jiangsu,
China as a part of an exchange
program hosted by St. Louis
U. High and Nanjing Foreign
Language School (NFLS).
Four students attended
the trip: juniors Kevin Murphy and Alex Beffa, and
seniors Noah Weber and
Tristan Finazzo. Murphy and
Beffa traveled to China for the
first time, while Weber has
gone twice, and Finazzo three
times. The students were in
China from March 9 to March
24.
While at NFLS, the four
Jr. Bills either attended a Chinese language class or sat in on
another class like math. The
four also assisted in teaching
an English language class to
the students of NFLS. There
were about 60 students in a
class, and this was a change of
pace for the four students.
Weber was surprised by
the behavior of the students
in class.
“Something that struck
me in the language classes,
and I guess that this is a culture difference or because of
size, there was never a time
in all of the classes that I went
to where there was complete
quiet among the students,”

said Weber.
In comparison to SLUH,
there was also a little bit more
freedom during the school
day, according to Beffa.
“(NFLS) lets their kids
go out and play sports outside
during free time like lunch,”
said Beffa. “I liked that a lot.”
Students at Nanjing also
had a ten-minute break period between classes instead of
an Activity Period like SLUH
offers.
Students were each
placed with a host family in Nanjing and traveled
throughout the city. Beffa
also went to Yishing and
Hangzhou, while Weber and
Finazzo traveled together to
Yangzhou because their host
families were so close.
“(Traveling) was really
cool because we got to hang
out with the locals and learned
about the purple sand teapots
(in Yishing), and on my second weekend they took me on
the bullet train to Hangzhou,
which is really pretty because
of West Lake,” said Beffa.
While the host students
were busy studying on the
weekends, the SLUH students
would often go somewhere
with the host parents.
“My host father was a
Chinese Literature and History major at Nanjing Univer-

sity, and he would take Tristan
and I to museums,” said Weber. “He was brilliant.”
“I was about as close to
their parents as I was to the
host students,” said Finazzo.
Culture was very different for first-time travelers
to China like Murphy, who
said he was surprised by how
much American culture differed from Chinese culture.
“It was very interesting
to see ancient Chinese culture
present in modern life,” said
Murphy.
English was the main
language spoken, but Chinese
was spoken throughout the
trip, especially in markets according to Murphy.
“(My host family’s) mom
spoke really good English,
which was nice,” said Murphy.
“The father and the grandparents of the family could not
speak any English, so it was
helpful for me to learn Chinese.”
Chinese teacher Chingling Tai was in Nanjing at
NFLS for some meetings, but
in her free time, the students,
Sunny’s, Clark’s, and Card’s
families (SLUH’s current Chinese exchange students), and
Tai went to a vegetarian meal
at the Jiming (Chicken) Temple in Nanjing.
“The vegetarian food
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From left: senior Tristan Finazzo, junior Kevin Murphy, senior Noah Weber, and junior Alex
Beffa during their trip to Nanjing.

sounded really nasty, but I
tried it, and I swear it did not
taste like tofu. It tasted a lot
like meat, and it was really
impressive,” said Beffa.
Along with the vegetarian meal, the students also
tried exotic foods such as crab
ovaries, duck blood soup, and
snake.
The students enjoyed the
experience, but some of the

differences in the air quality
were difficult for first-timers
like Murphy and Beffa.
“I didn’t like the smoking
or the traffic,” said Beffa. “We
weren’t allowed to ride bikes
because it was too dangerous.”
Now that the students are
back in St. Louis, they have
more learning to do with their
already experienced Chinese
language skills.

“I think it says a lot about
the SLUH Chinese program
that the Chinese (people)
were so impressed that our
Chinese was so good because
of the four years of Chinese
that Noah and I have taken at
SLUH,” said Finazzo. “It says a
lot about Dr. Tai and what she
has done and how sorely she
will be missed.”
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45th Cashbah theme is
Year’s final ACSA meeting discusses 1:1
technology, women’s issues, and Honor Code “Sapphire Masquerade”
(continued from page 1)

do to change this behavior at
SLUH,” said Toussaint.
Toussaint said that in
discussing this particular incident with colleagues, she
learned that other female
teachers have received inappropriate emails as well.
For Toussaint, one or two
of these incidents a year is
“too many.”
“Overwhelmingly, I feel
great respect from the students overall, but this does
leave a bad taste in your
mouth when something like
that happens,” Toussaint said.
Toussaint pointed out
that the issue goes beyond female faculty members to high
school age females as well.
One parent was concerned about the practice of
“grinding” and other sexual
acts at mixers, also addressing
the culture of female objectification.
“If a senior boy won’t let
his freshman sister attend, you
have to ask yourself ‘what’s going on here?’” that parent said.
One parent similarly
pointed out the larger cultural problem going on at high
schools across the country.
This parent was also satisfied
with parts of SLUH’s curriculum that deal with the issue.
“I personally think that
curriculum, at least the English department, does make
sure to insert good reading
material that deals with male/
female relationships, women’s
issues et cetera,” said the parent.
Other parents expressed
surprise that formal talks or
education on the treatment
of women weren’t already a
part of the formal orientation
of students, beginning on the
first day of freshman year.
“There ought to be some
sort of remedial action where
boys understand that there is
real world consequences for
that type of behavior,” said one
parent. “Hopefully, we change
their hearts and minds because they understand that it’s
the appropriate thing to do.”
One parent asked whether incidents such as the email
Toussaint received are all
anonymous in nature and
consequently dealt with anonymously.
“When discipline comes
out of my office, we don’t
publicize (it). When they’re
behind my doors, we try to
maintain confidentiality and
respect for the student in
trouble. At the same time, I’d
love to say ‘Look at this guy.
This is what he did, and this
is what happened,’ so this
doesn’t happen again. It’s that
tough balance of maintaining
respect for a student and his
disciplinary issues and wanting that message to be heard,”
said Kesterson. “I struggle
with that a lot.”
One parent suggested an
honor council, or a weekly list
of “infractions” being posted
or published to act as a deter-
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ACSA members listen intently during Monday’s meeting.

rent. Others suggested that
teachings about treatment of
women come directly from
upperclassmen, leading by example, more specifically in the
senior advisor program.
Referencing the music
played at mixers, junior Sam
Fentress said, “If you’re going to change an attitude, you
have to look at what you’re
putting into the students.”
Many members agreed
that for a culture change
away from objectifying and
disrespecting female faculty
members and females in general, the upperclassmen would
have to get behind it and act
as a model for the underclassmen.
As the discussion on
women’s issues was naturally
coming to an end, Kesterson
began his introduction to
the technology discussion 29
minutes into the meeting.
“Obviously, I’m interested in hearing your thought
process on (the implementation of technology in 2015).
What has been your experience this year and years past
with technology in the classrooms?” Kesterson asked the
committee.
“I feel that there can be
a lot of potential challenges
with technology for students,”
junior Peter Soto said. “I think
that having technology is distracting. It can challenge a lot
of kids with learning and trying to stay focused.”
Junior Thomas Lux
shared his experience witnessing students using their
phones in classes where they
knew that they could “get
away with it.”
A parent of a freshman
and a junior said that SLUH’s
not having laptops was a “deciding factor” in both of her
sons’ decisions to come to
SLUH.
One parent asked, “Who’s
driving this? That’s something
that I haven’t been able to find
out. I know that the article
in the Prep News said that it
didn’t seem faculty driven. I
just don’t understand where
this is coming from.”
“What are we trying to
fix?” asked another parent.

Kesterson tried to answer
both questions.
I’ll say that the administration is driving this. . . The
majority, if not all, of these
Jesuit schools will be in this
similar model in the next few
years. I think that has spurred
us to start to think about what
we could look like as a school
that would have some sort of
devices,” Kesterson responded
in part.
Kesterson also referenced
the iPad Committee which he
thinks has had some input in
the decision.
Parents raised concerns
that an increase in technology
use would hurt students in the
long run, especially in social
situations such as one-to-one
interaction with humans.
Several parents expressed
concerns that technology currently being used may not
be benefitting students now.
Other parents were surprised
by the lack of formal communication about the decision
directly with parents.
“If the answer (of ‘why’)
isn’t emphatically ‘we believe
we must do this because it will
enhance the education that
we’re delivering to the kids
here,’ I don’t know why we’re
doing it,” one parent responded. “And until we know that’s
the answer, and the ‘why’ of
why that’s the answer we are
using this technology to enhance the education that is already excellent at this school,
why are we doing something?”
Other parents expressed
concerns that the decision
was actually driven by marketing: to increase admissions
and tuition. One parent listed
several colleges and universities that he’s visited with his
son that do not require their
students to buy any form of
technology.
Prep News core staff
member Jack Kiehl shared his
experiences in writing an article running alongside the article announcing the decision
gauging students’ and teachers’ reactions to the decision.
“It was difficult, I found,
to talk to people that were
very supportive of this announcement,” said Kiehl. “A

lot of people were lukewarm
and had hesitations.”
Students and parents
agreed that most students already have their own device
accessible to them at home,
and at school.
“I think (technology is)
the way of the world. I think
taking an organized, balanced
approach at it really would not
be a determent to this school,”
one parent said.
“I think the biggest problem with this issue is that different kids learn from different experiences. Some people
use technology better than
others . . . I don’t think we
should force it on everybody,”
said junior Eric Pitlyk.
“I don’t think technology
is good or bad. I was thinking about it, and it seems to
be much more about the potential,” said Lux. “Having a
laptop doesn’t mean that I
would do better or worse; it
just means that I could do better or worse.”
Science teacher Megan
Menne said that an increase
in communication could prevent the unanswered questions from “imploding.” She
also said that reaching out to
other schools who have already made the switch to oneto-one technology would be
very helpful.
“I just think there’s something huge to be said when
you have a group of teenagers
who are apprehensive about
getting a new laptop,” said
sophomore Michael Wiley.
“I just feel that the administration did a really poor
job of floating this,” one parent said. “There’s financial,
social, and moral implications
(to this).”
After a 42-minute discussion on mainly the technology
decision, Kesterson cut it off,
moving on to the third topic
of an honor code.
“It’s more than just academic integrity; it’s integrity
in general,” said Kesterson, introducing the topic. “So how
does this happen?”
Kesterson explained his
stance on the issue by explaining how the Academic Integrity movement was pushed by

(continued from page 1)

“There are stamp prints,
photos, ceramics; we have
a masthead from the Prep
News,” said Pitlyk. “We always
have artwork that people have
donated, but the fact that it’s
a SLUH student—we like to
showcase what students do
around here.”
Cashbah will also have a
special celebrity host, Olympic speedskater Patrick Meek,
’04. Meek has met and spoken
with sponsors and will be in
the theatre loge before the
auction in another new addition to the auction, the VIP
room. There, guests can meet
Meek, get their pictures taken
with him, or get an autograph.
Meek has also donated an
Olympic Experience in Park
City, Utah, to be auctioned
off—one of the items Pitlyk
and fellow co-chair Terry Bava
are excited about. Other items
include two puppies, two TVs,
an iPad, a replica statue of St.
Ignatius, and a flag and certificate donated by a SLUH grad
of 2002 who is a fighter pilot
in Afghanistan.
“He can fly a flag on a
mission, and there’s a certificate they fill out. He’s given us
a beautiful frame for the flag,
and the certificate and the

winner of the item would get
their name on the certificate
and get the flag,” said Pitlyk.
Bava also says there is a
surprise this year.
“There’s a surprise—hope
it goes over well—the night
of the event, but we can’t tell
you,” said Bava.
Money raised from
Cashbah will go towards
SLUH’s working budget. Last
year, Cashbah raised a record
breaking $860,000. Part of the
money raised this weekend
will go to help the student
scholarship fund.
“It affects one in three
students. Every third boy is
helped by the scholarship
fund,” said Bava
Check-in and the silent
auction will begin at 5 p.m.
on Saturday evening with the
live auction beginning around
7:45. There will also be a preview night this Friday from
6-8 for no charge where people can sign up for parties and
raffles or look at the items.
The preview night is called the
“Sweet Peek” this year since
area bakeries have donated
food for the evening.
Anyone interested in
making reservations can call
the Cashbah office up until
Thursday at 314-269-2158.

Annual trash dig
reveals large waste
(continued from page 1)

74 percent of which could
have been composted. In the
recycling containers, there
was a total of 149 pounds of
waste material, and only 47
percent of waste was recyclables, while 42 percent could
have been composted, and the
rest was trash.

a group of seniors this year,
which made it even more
powerful in his opinion.
“The only way this works
is if it is student-driven,” said
Kesterson, regarding an honor
code.
Captain Dave Fields,
father of senior Tom Fields,
has given honor and ethics
presentations to sophomore
classes for the past few years.
He said that he senses a desire
among students for a formal
honor code. And the focus
should be on the ‘why’ behind
actions, not just how to punish them.
“(An honor code) seems
like it is a great idea, but the

problem is that it would be
hard to find that it would be
perfectly suited for an opportunity like this,” said Pitlyk.
“Once it’s put in place, I don’t
think you’d have any repercussions going forward, but the
real difficulty would be to get
it moving forward at first.”
The honor code discussion was limited to only 19
minutes due to the length of
the technology discussion.
“I think this was really
productive tonight, and maybe more productive than any
(ACSA) meeting that we’ve
had here,” said Kesterson.

because a lot of it was put in
the wrong place,” said senior
Mitch Boyer.
In total for the week,
there were 594 pounds of
waste thrown in the trash, 13
percent of which could have
been recycled, and more than

Come see Teen Talent!
Congratulations to senior Tom Fields on making it
to the Finals of the 2014 St. Louis Teen Talent Competition!
On Friday, April 4, at 8pm at the Fabulous Fox Theatre help Tom win the “Audience Choice” Award by being there and cheering him on!
Admission is FREE—tickets are available at the
main office, Metrotix and The Fox box office.
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Repeat champs at Bantle Memorial Tournament
photo | Mr. Scott Gilbert

(From left to right) junior Daniel Venker, senior Will Doorack, senior Ryan Pilcher, junior Alex
Ciaramitaro, and senior Scott Schaeffer pose after winning the Bantle Memorial Tournament.
BY Joe Godar
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High golf
team kicked off its season
on Thursday, March 27 with
a 20 stroke victory over Vianney. Their hot start didn’t
last, however, as they lost
their next match on Monday,
March 31 by five strokes to
Chaminade.
The team was disappointed with its performance,
according to head coach Scott
Gilbert.
“We didn’t play awful,
just kind of mediocre, and
they had a couple of guys who
played really well,” said Gil-

bert of the Chaminade match.
The team bounced back
the next day, winning its
first tournament of the year,
the Bantle Memorial, with a
team score of 300, ahead of
second place DeSmet (304),
and Parkway South (305). The
team’s 300 was a three stroke
improvement from last year’s
appearance in the tournament.
“(The team) came out
(Tuesday) and they tore it up.
They rolled up their sleeves
and said, ‘We mean business
today,’” said Gilbert.
Senior Will Doorack and
junior Alex Ciaramitaro cer-

tainly did mean business, as
they both shot par at 71 and
were individual co-champions of the tournament. Senior Scott Schaeffer (80) and
junior Dan Venker (78) also
shot impressive scores.
The team’s early performances have been the cause
for optimism.
“I’m definitely excited.
We have a lot of experience;
we have six seniors and three
juniors on the team this year
and only lost a couple of seniors,” said Schaeffer.
With high optimism
comes high expectations, as
the team looks to make a run

for State this year.
“Ultimately my goal is to
get to the big game–the State
championship in Cape Girardeau,” said Gilbert.
Schaeffer agreed, saying,
“We’re just trying to take it
one match at a time, but obviously our main goal is to get
the whole team to State this
year.”
The team’s main challenges appear to be mental,
rather than physical.
“This year, we just need
to relax a little bit more. We
work a lot on just trying to
not let the bad holes and bad
shots bother us too much. I
think we know we have a lot
more talent than a lot of other
teams, so the only thing to focus on would be our attitude,”
said Schaeffer.
Gilbert was also focused
on the mental side of the
game, and said, “I think consistency is the big thing. I’d
like to see, across the board,
(from) my front guys and my
back guys, consistency.”
Gilbert is confident in
his team’s ability to get the job
done. “I’ve always been told,
‘don’t fix what’s not broken,’
and there’s not a lot of broken
in SLUH golf,” said Gilbert.
Yesterday’s match against
CBC was cancelled due to
weather. The team will travel
to Columbia, Mo. tomorrow
to face Tolton Catholic at 2:30
p.m. On Wednesday, April 8,
the team will play at DeSmet
at 3:30 p.m.
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Senior Josh Keil is hoisted up by his teammates in Monday’s rugby game against Priory.
SLUH Rugby defeats Priory 52-28, advancing its record to
four wins and two losses. The team continues its season with
a game on Friday against Marquette.
photo | Ben Banet

Senior Danny Schneller comes to the net for a low forehand.
In their second match of the season, the TennisBills were up
two matches to one after doubles, but were rained out. Look
forward to an article in next week’s issue.

Baseball sweeps Jesuit teams and Hancock, prepares for MCC teams
BY Thomas
CORE STAFF

A

Riganti

fter sweeping Loyola
Academy and St. Ignatius College Prep from Chicago
in the Jesuit Classic, St. Louis
U. High varsity baseball rolled
over Hancock High School
to improve to a 4-1 record as
they prepare to face MCC rivals DeSmet, CBC, and Vianney in the weeks to come.
SLUH won the first game
13-2 in last Saturday’s doubleheader against St. Ignatius
after scoring 11 runs in the
first two innings. Sophomore
pitcher John Brinkman got
the win.
In the second game of
the day, junior Bryan Nolan
got the start for the Jr. Bills.
Nester came up with a
huge catch to save a hit to
center field in the top of the
second, but Loyola followed
the at bat with a triple over
Nester’s head. That baserunner scored on a wild pitch to
give St. Ignatius a 1-0 lead.
In the bottom of the second, senior Andrew Waller
led off the inning with a stand
up double to the left field wall,
and he then advanced to third
on a wild pitch. Nester moved
Waller home with a double.
Then, sophomore Joe Warnecke drove home another
run with a sacrifice bunt that
made it 2-1 SLUH.
In the bottom of the
third, senior Luke Robinson

hit a single, then stole second
and third. He then took home
on a wild pitch to make it 3-1
SLUH.
After five innings, senior
Michael Blood relieved Nolan
as SLUH led at that point 6-2.
Blood finished out the final
two innings as SLUH closed
out the game with a 9-4 victory.
“Our two pitchers—
Brinkman and Nolan—they
did a really good job of commanding the strike zone,” said
Waller.
“They both did pretty
well pitching,” said Nicollerat.
“I think the thing that really
helped was that we kind of
forced them into some mistakes with some pretty aggressive base running and some
good two-strike hitting.”
On Friday evening,
Waller got the start against
the Ramblers of Loyola Academy.
Waller struggled to settle
in as he continued to miss the
strike zone, and with two singles and a walk, Waller faced
a two-out bases-loaded jam
in the top of the first. Waller
walked in two runs before the
Jr. Bills got out of the inning.
In the bottom of the second with a 3-2 count, Waller
earned a walk after a hard
fought at bat. Junior Nathan
Schweppe came in to pinch
run. Nester hit a laser to the
right field gap, driving in

Schweppe. Nester cruised to
the third base bag as his triple
narrowed the lead to 2-1.
“After I came out, we still
had to focus on hitting, which
we did,” said Waller. “We’ve
got guys that can hit very well
and keep us in the game.”
In the top of the third,
the Ramblers hit three consecutive singles to load the
bases again. On the next at
bat, Loyola hit a high shot to
the left center gap that cleared
the bases and gave them a 5-1
lead.
A few plays later, with a
man on first and third, Blood
came in to pitch. After a walk,
SLUH faced yet another bases loaded jam. Loyola hit a
grounder up the middle that
scored two runs. The Ramblers tried to score one more
run, but Blood made the tag
to end the inning as SLUH
trailed 7-1.
In the bottom half of the
third, the Jr. Bills quickly had
two outs. But, Robinson kept
things alive with a single to
left field. Brinkman got on
with a walk, and Waller sliced
a single to right field, loading the bases for SLUH. With
walks for Nester and senior
Marcus Ramspott, SLUH had
some life as they only trailed
7-3.
Loyola brought in a
new pitcher but continued to
struggle as SLUH scored three
more runs on a walk and a few

wild pitches.
“Mostly we just kept fouling off pitches and worked
the first pitcher so that he got
pulled out of the game,” said
senior Mark Cerutti. “Then,
the next guy came in. He
gave us a couple of walks, and
then after that we had some
key hits that brought in some
runs.”
Senior shortstop John
Ceriotti knocked home two
more runs with a towering
double over the left fielder’s
head to give SLUH an 8-7
lead. Senior Alex Webb drove
in Ceriotti with a single to cap
off SLUH’s eight-run inning
as the Jr. Bills held the lead at
9-7.
“I think the guys just
had a good attitude,” said
coach Steve Nicollerat. “They
wanted to see if they could
get some runs and close the
gap. It put us right back in the
game.”
Fortunately for SLUH,
the offense carried the Jr. Bills
that night, assisting the struggling pitching staff.
“It gives you a lot of confidence,” said Waller in praise
of the hitting that night.
In the top of the fourth,
junior Aidan Jacobsen came
in to pitch for the Jr. Bills. After a double, a balk, and a hit
by pitch, Loyola had runners
at the corners. On the next at
bat, Jacobsen faked a throw to
first and was able to catch the

lead runner at third. He then
struck out the batter and got
a pop out on the next at bat to
escape the inning without allowing a run.
In the top of the sixth,
freshman Jacob Safarian took
the mound for SLUH. Loyola
loaded the bases yet again and
Safarian walked in a run and
let up a single that tied the
game at 9-9. On the next at
bat, Ceriotti took a high chopper to the head that forced
him out of the game as Loyola
led 10-9. Sophomore Truman
Stephens replaced Safarian after Ceriotti’s injury.
In the bottom of the
sixth, Robinson showed why
he is one of the most reliable
hitters on the team by driving the ball to deep left field
and putting himself on second base. After stealing third
and having Waller walked,
SLUH had runners at the corners. Nester hit his second
base-clearing triple of the
game to put SLUH up 11-10.
Ramspott drove Nester in on
the next play to put SLUH up
12-10 as the game headed to
the seventh.
Robinson came in from
right field to close and got a
flyout, strike out, and ground
out to complete SLUH’s
comeback. Robinson earned
the save, and Stephens got the
win.
“When we swing the
bats, we do well,” said Waller.

“If our pitching is good and
the offense plays the way it
has, we won’t have any problems.”
“This year, it’s been a lot
of offense for us,” said Cerutti. “Up and down the lineup,
we’ve got a lot of guys that
are hitting the ball really well.
Not just singles, but extra base
hits that are driving in a lot of
RBIs.”
Seniors Mick Layton and
Mark Elbert should be returning in the next couple of
weeks from injuries that have
prevented them from pitching
thus far.
“The pitching staff, at
the beginning of the year—it
didn’t look so great because
we had a lot of guys injured
like Mick Layton and Mark
Elbert, but recently some
younger guys have been stepping up and pitching really
well,” said Cerutti.
“I think they’re doing
fine,” said Nicollerat. “It’s a
process where the guys just
learn how to handle the little
things—pound the strike
zone, change speeds, command your pitches. The goal
here for us is to keep getting
better. If they keep getting
better and those guys come
back healthy, that bodes well
for us.”
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Despite falter, VolleyBills rally to knock off scrappy Mehlville competition
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BY Jack Godar
CORE STAFF

A

fter starting the season
off with a tough loss
to MCC rival Vianney, the
St. Louis U. High volleyball
team bounced back with wins
over Ft. Zumwalt South and
Mehlville.
SLUH did not ease into
the season this year, instead
starting their season this Friday staring down Vianney,
one of the best teams in the
state, through the net. In the
first set, SLUH kept it close
with Vianney for most of the
set, but near the end, Vianney
pulled away and eventually
won the set 25-17.
The second set started
out similar to the first, with
the teams going back and
forth. However, SLUH took its
first lead at 19-18 when sophomore outside hitter Shawn
Hughes delivered a hit that
nearly left a smoking crater in
the Danis Field House hardwood. The team held on the
rest of the set, winning 25-21.
“We really started to pass
well, and as you pass better,
the sets get better, and the hits
get better,” said senior hitter
Ben Steinhart .
However, the third set of
the game did not go nearly as
well for the Volleybills. Vianney quickly asserted themselves and put the Jr. Bills
away 25-17.
Though SLUH put up a
good fight against the rival
Golden Griffins, the players
felt they could have played
better.
“We definitely competed,
but I feel like we could have
played better than we actually
did,” said senior libero Nick
Venhaus.
“We definitely have a
lot of room to improve. We
made a lot of mistakes, kind
of shooting ourselves in the
foot, but I think it shows high
hopes for the rest of the season,” said Steinhart.

Senior Eric Ottenlips goes up for a hit over Mehlville blockers on Tuesday night as his teammates and coach look on from the bench.

On Monday, the Jr. Bills
bounced back strong, cleanly
dispatching Fort Zumwalt
South in straight sets.
The day after, however,
proved to be a bit of a scare for
the Volleybills, playing against
Mehlville, who beat the Jr.
Bills last year in an upset. After winning the first set, the
Volleybills fell in the second
set. However, the Volleybills
recaptured the magic in the
third set to win their second
straight match.
“In the second set, I don’t
think our passing was very
good and we made a considerable amount of errors attacking,” head coach Jim Gioia
said. “I thought we did a good
job rallying in the third set,

but overall we can definitely
play better than we did.”
Senior hitter Adam
Young had a breakout performance, converting eight out of
ten hits and putting the team
on his shoulders.
“He had a phenomenal
match, and when we passed
well enough to get the ball to
him, he was almost automatic,” Gioia said.
Young credited his success to the team being more
aggressive pushing the middle
hitters up, and also the setters
giving him great opportunities to send the ball flaming
past his opponents.
“They were leaving me
and Ben (Steinhart) open a
lot, so they set me and I came

through,” said Young.
Crucial to SLUH’s success lately has been its defense,
particularly that of Venhaus.
“We’ve been a lot scrappier, we’re working hard for a

lot of close balls. Nick (Venhaus) made a lot of great plays
yesterday, diving on the floor,
picking up loose balls, and we
were able to turn those into
points, which was really good

for the team,” said senior hitter Joey McGuire.
The team’s next game is
April 7th at 5pm against Parkway South.
photo | Adam Lux

Night Beat
In a battle of the Becvars, Dan and the SLUH Volleybills bested his brother
Kevin and the Chaminade Red Devils last night. SLUH swept both sets, 25-18 and
25-15, lending the SLUH Becvar bragging rights at the family dinner table for a
while.

With his arms outstretched, sophomore David Corley blocks the ball in the game against
Mehlville.

Young blood brings vigor, water polo opens season with 5 straight wins
BY Jack Robinson
REPORTER

T

he St. Louis U. High water polo team has had no
problem asserting its dominance in the first few games of
the season. With a 5-0 record,
the team has yet to fall below
the twenty goal mark in any
of its appearances and have
outscored their opponents
107-29.
The offense has looked
especially strong in the early
matches, claiming four of the
top finishers in St. Louis with
seniors Jack Brauer (22 goals)
and Victor Castro (17 goals),
and juniors Colin Derdeyn
(14 goals) and Eric Caselton
(12 goals).

The water polo underclassmen have also done a
great job of filling the gaps
left by last year’s senior-heavy
roster. In their varsity debuts,
juniors Luke Twardowski,
Franklin Rosario, Andrew Irvine, and Corey Santoni and
sophomore Mark Franz all
found the back of the Fort
Zumwalt West net. Additionally, junior goalkeeper Arthur
Larson, who last year split
time between the pipes, has
assumed the starting position
and again made his presence
known in the pool.
After easing their way
by Zumwalt and Marquette,
SLUH took on conference
rival and top-5 ranked pro-

gram, DeSmet. Going in,
SLUH knew that the Spartans
would be the first taste of toplevel competition in St. Louis,
especially with the returning
Offensive Player of the Year,
who has already racked up
a staggering 95 goals in the
2014 season.
“We let up a few too
many goals to Marquette and
we were still figuring out how
our defenders could work together, especially after graduating all of our starting defenders from last year’s team,”
senior Joe Shaughnessy said.
The team’s defense rebounded with no trouble
in the game. Junior Colin
Derdeyn stepped up big,

marking DeSmet’s offensive
juggernaut, holding him to a
mere two goals. On the other
side of the pool, attacking duo
Jack Brauer and Victor Castro
accounted for 10 goals and 6
assists, which was more than
enough to push the Bills to a
comfortable 22-8 victory.
Since the bout with DeSmet, the SLUH squad has gone
on to deliver a 20-3 thumping
to Kirkwood and a 20-5 pummeling to CBC.
“We need to play some
top teams to figure out how
we can play our game most
effectively,” Shaughnessy said
in light of the upcoming York
Tournament in Chicago.
The SLUH team has

adapted its offense to a new
“double hole” strategy, and
they are are eager to see how
it works against some of the
top Midwest competition they
will face this weekend.
Last year, SLUH took
second in the Chicago tournament, which included
highlights such as win over
the No.1 ranked Fenwick and
an unfortunate loss to Lyons
High School. Of the 17 teams
of the tournament, many hold
a ranking in the top 15.
“There’s about 50 programs in the state of Illinois,
so the caliber of play will only
go up in Chicago. It’s the best
tournament their state puts
on,” said Shaugnessy

Tonight SLUH will take
on another top St. Louis program, MICDS. The last time
the two teams faced off, a last
second goal won the state
championship for the Jr. Bills.
Since then both teams have
lost a number of key senior
talent, only to be replenished
by another highly talented
class. Though the stakes are
not quite as high, it will serve
as one last chance for the St.
Louis U. High team to tighten
up its game in preparation for
in Chicago and the highest
level of competition they will
have faced so far.
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Thursday, April 3

Half Day
Parent-Teacher Conferences
4:15pm C Baseball vs. MICDS @ Forest Park #2

Friday, April 4

Sunday, April 6

Wednesday, April 9

1pm
3pm
4pm

Lenten Reconciliation Service
AdvancED Visit
ACES Sponsored Phillia Retreat @ Pallotine
8am
Lent Adoration
9am
Watlow Scholarship Interviews
AP
Snack–Mini Tacos
3pm
Varsity Chorus Tour of Boston
3:30pm Studio theater tech rehearsal
4:30pm C Baseball @ Collinsville
V Baseball @ McCluer Ritenour Tournament @
Sheridan Stadium
C Lacrosse @ CBC
JV Water Polo @ Lafayette
5pm
V Rugby @ Southside, in Forest Park
5:30pm V Water Polo @Lafayette
6:30pm JV Rugby @ Southside, in Forest Park
Lunch Special–Chinese Special
Vegetarian–Baked potato

7pm

No Classes–Faculty Day of Service
V Water Polo @ York Invitational @ York Community
High School, Elmhurst, IL(Through Saturday,
April 5)
V Rugby vs. Marquette @ Forest Park
2:30pm V Golf vs. Tolton Catholic, Old Hawthorne Golf
Club, Columbia, MO
4:30pm C Baseball @ CBC
7pm
V Lacrosse vs. Parkway West
8pm
JV Inline Hockey vs. Rockwood Summit @ 		
Midwest Sports Hockey, Ballwin, MO
10pm C Incline Hockey vs. Northwest @ Midwest 		
Sports Hockey, Ballwin, MO

Saturday, April 5

V Ultimate Frisbee vs. Marquette
JV Ultimate Frisbee vs. Lindbergh
C Inline Hockey vs. Washington @ The Wheel,
Wright City, MO
V Inline Hockey vs. Ft. Zumwalt East @ Midwest
Sports Hockey, Ballwin, MO

Monday, April 7

Sophomore Interviews (Through April 17)
AP
Prom Meeting for Seniors
Snack–Texas Sweet Pretzel
3pm
Studio theater tech rehearsal
3:30pm JV Golf vs. Marquette @ Greenbriar, Kirkwood,
MO
4pm
V/JV Tennis @ Chaminade
JV Volleyball vs. Parkway South
4:15pm B Baseball @ Parkway West
5pm
V Volleyball vs. Parkway South
Lunch Special–Country fried steak/ribs
Vegetarian–Cheese Pizza

Tuesday, April 8

Cashbah

Publishing Schedule
The next issue of the Prep News will be a special
issue for juniors in time for the Executive Elections
next Wednesday. Juniors running for executive
positions will be asked to submit answers to a few
questions provided by the junior staff of the Prep
News by Tuesday at 3:00p.m. The submissions will be
published as written.
The Prep News will resume regular printing
schedule with Issue 23 next Friday, April 11.

Yearbook met on Friday
to continue work on pages.
The visit of nine students
from St. Petersburg Gimnaziya #209 and this round
of SLUH’s Russia Exchange
Program came to a formal
end with a goodbye dinner in
the Currigan room. The visitors flew home the next morning.
An informational meeting was held for those interested in being Admissions
Ambassadors for the 2014-15
school year in M104.
The homily of the last
senior class Mass related to
Jesus’s message of love to the
class motto: “Go and Set the
World on Fire.”
The Film Club and Philosophical Debates Club collaboratively hosted a viewing
of the psychological horror

Saturday, March 29
SLUH students and
their dads met early Saturday
morning at Lift For Life Gym
for Father-Son Service. The
dads and sons cleaned up the
backyard of the gym, pulled
out dead plants and turned
over the soil in the garden,
and tore down a concrete garden box in the front parking
lot, replacing it with a temporary chain-link fence.
Latin students participated in the Roman Explorers
program, where grade school
children were taught the basics of Latin grammar, history,
and culture.
Sunday, March 30
The Grandparents’ Mass
had a homily based around
anointing and Baptism. The
anointing of King David in
the first reading and the blind
man being anointed by mud
and washed in the Gospel
showed this theme. Junior
Thomas Lally and senior Paul
Fister gave reflections about
their grandparents.

film Jacob’s Ladder.
Column inch Critic
Jacob’s Ladder deals with
a Vietnam veteran who encounters hellish apparitions in
a reality that is not his own. It
combines psychological drama with aspects of body horror, and it does both very well.
Monday, March 31
It is not a perfect movie, howThomas à Kempis Club
ever. Its final two minutes is a
disappointing end to an oth- gathered to celebrate Mass in
erwise unusually well-scripted the North American Martyrs’
Chapel.
The Junior Pastoral
movie. —Justin Dussold
The Sophomore Pastoral Team met to work on planTeam met to plan and assign ning their Junior Ring Mass on
roles for Friday’s Sophomore May 2. The team divided into
Retreat Mass.
subgroups to plan the music
and readings. The group also

Schedule R

Lenten Reconciliation Service
AdancED Visit
Watlow Scholarship Dinner
AP
Snack–Chicken Rings
3pm
ACES Sponsored Phillia Retreat @ Pallotine
3:30pm Studio theater tech rehearsal
3:30pm V Golf vs. Desmet , location TBA
JV Golf vs. DeSmet @ Norman K. Probstein 		
Community Golf Course
4pm
B/C Track vs. CBC
V Tennis vs. St. Louis Priory
JV Volleyball @ Webster Groves
4:15pm C Baseball vs. Parkway West @ Forest Park #2
4:30pm V Baseball @ DeSmet
B Baseball vs. DeSmet @ Forest Park #1
5pm
V Volleyball @ Webster Groves
JV Lacrosse vs. Ladue
7pm
V Lacrosse vs. Ladue
Lunch Special–Hand breaded chicken strips
Vegetarian–Penne Pasta

Minutes
Friday, March 28

Schedule R

discussed the upcoming allschool Lent prayer service.
Photography met to
talk about the fourth quarter events and sports, and
it planned for this and next
week’s events.
An informational meeting was held for those interested in being Admissions
Ambassadors for the 2014-15
school year in M104.
The Advisory Committee for Student Affairs
(ASCA) assembled in the library to discuss women’s issues at SLUH, technology, and
an honor code. See the article
on page 1 of this week’s Prep
News.

Retired policeman and
assistant soccer coach John
Hefele spoke to Charlie Martel’s junior theology classes on
the death penalty. Hefele was a
witness for the January execution of Herbert Smulls.
Alumni of Kairos 61 held
a reunion.
Members of the 2014
Holy Spirit Mass Committee
met in Campus Ministry with
students from SLU, DeSmet,
and Loyola Academy to begin
planning August’s first ever
joint Mass of the Holy Spirit,
to be held at the Chaifetz Arena. The other meetings are on
April 22 and May 11.

Thursday, April 10

Schedule R

Schedule R

Lenten Reconciliation Service
V Water Polo @ DeSmet Invitational (Through Friday
April 11)
AP Snack–Chicken Giggles
3pm
Studio theater tech rehearsal
3:30pm V Golf vs. Vianney @ Sunset Lakes Golf Course
JV Golf vs. Vianney @ Norman K. Probstein 		
Community Golf Course
4pm
V/JV Tennis vs. Vianney
4:15pm B Baseball @ Ladue
C Baseball vs. Parkway South @ Forest Park #2
4:30pm V Baseball vs. Ladue @ Ritenour Tournament
7pm
JV Lacrosse vs. Parkway West
Lunch Special–Papa John’s
Vegetarian–Pasta Broccoli

Friday, April 11

Schedule R
Lenten Reconciliation service
AP
Freshman Class Mass
Mandatory AP Registration in the Theater
Snack–Bosco sticks
4pm
V/JV Tennis vs. Webster Groves
4:15pm JV Volleyball @ Parkway West
5:15pm V Volleyball @ Parkway West
6pm
V Inline Hockey vs. Rockwood Summit @
Midwest Sport Hockey, Ballwin, MO
7:30pm Dauphin Players Production of “Improvisations”
Lunch Special–Shrimp and fries basket
Vegetarian–cheese pizza

calendar | Leo Heinz

art | Paul Fister

Tuesday, April 1
Politics Club met to
discuss the decision of some
states not to expand Medicaid
health coverage for the poor
with federal money provided
by the Affordable Care Act.
Seniors in the Anatomy
and AP Bio classes traveled to
St. Louis University’s practical
anatomy lab to watch a cadaver demonstration. Students
had the opportunity to see,
touch, and learn more about
organs and diseases from the
current SLU students who led
the demonstrations.
Seniors in World Religion classes gathered to hear
a speaker talk about Confucianism in the chapel, covering differences in Eastern and
Western religious thinking
and the student-teacher relationship of Confucius and his
followers.

Wednesday, April 2
Gadfly’s third magazine
of the year came out.
The Blood Drive happened.
Students for Life hosted
Reagan Nielsen of the Vitae
foundation in 215c during
activity period. See article on
page 2 of this week’s Prep News.
Freshman
Pastoral
Team finalized its plans for
the fourth class Mass and

started to create some concrete ideas for a prayer service
on April 14.
The Surprise Club met
in M217 to surprise psychology teacher Tom Kickham.
Honduras: Congratulations to juniors Giuseppe Vitellaro, Kevin Murphy, Matt
Hennessey, Evan Shulze, Andrew Fix, and Jack Sullivan

who were selected from an
applicant field of 24 to travel
to Honduras next January
for Senior Project. The group
meets Monday to begin preparations.
—compiled by Adam
Thorp, Jacob Hilmes, Matthew
Thomas, Leo Heinz, and Sam
Chechik

